tramways and high-speed trains: the daily heavy duty e-drivers
general aspects for further planning, by K. Berg, Stgo de Chile

nostalgic tramways, where city-tourism is wellcome..
Indeed, I cannot imagine old
Porto’s touristic center
without their old tramway,
climbing hills and also going
along northern river side for
a couple of kilometers (..a
wonderful trip, I can
recommend to everyone..)
As you see in this picture,
integration into the normal
traffic system from this
single line results perfect..!

..but efficiency, occupied space and visual impact are arguments too..

The actual extension and renovation of
tramway-grid in french historical city Perpignan
makes real sense. First, hills are no problem to
climb, and inhabitants prefer this medium of
transport, than cars. Perhaps, parking areas are
rare and expensive.
Second, the velocity of tramways are slower
than subways, and even more environmental
friendly with bikers and pedestrians.

Smart Cities, like Berlin, incorporate all public transport
systems under one organisation system (BVG)
In my opinión, electric
tramways are ‘slow
motion’ transport sytems
with limited capacity for
passengers, sometimes
real noisy, especially in
curves, but otherwise
careful with tourists,
seniors and even bikers.
Eco-friendly without
exception, but really
occupy a lot of space for
railroads, and ‘visual’
contaminaton exists.

centric and historical train stations (re-)gain value and life quality with
modernized train e-mobility
Like here in
Arcachon, France,
or in Porto,
Portugal. The
intelligent
conservation of
these historic
sites makes more
sense, than
abandomn
stations by
automatization
reasons.

High velocity trains connect megacities, and each time more countries in
Europe..!

TGV and ICE are the fastest
high velocity trains in
Europe, with speed over 300
km/h (not always..), and
each new train generation
has been constructed with
less noise emissioned, more
comfort, and environmently
friendly service on bord
(clean, green energy and
sustainable).
The main topic is to
modernize railways from all
European countries, step by
step…

“More to watch than in an airplane cockpit”…directly behind the conductor (1. class cabin), seeing
signalisation lamps outside the foggy wheather, whereas the ICE moves extremely silent with >200km/h..it’s
amazing..result by constant investment and modernization in European infrastructure and technology..
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